
	  

	  

	  

 
 
January 23, 2012 
 
Larry M. Keeton, Director 
Kitsap County Department of Community Development 
619 Division Street       MS-36 
Port Orchard, WA  98366-4682 
 
Dear Mr. Keeton: 
 
The purpose of this letter is to request that the Department of Community Development 
document and provide the basis and justification for dramatically increasing the amount 
of Kitsap County shoreline to be designated “Natural” and “Rural Conservancy” in the 
proposed Shoreline Master Plan (SMP) update. 
 
In the SMP update, the County, although not required to do so, has chosen to adopt the 
shoreline designation system found in the Department of Ecology guidelines, WAC 173-
26-211.  These separate the shorelines into the specific environmental designations of 
Natural, Rural Conservancy, Urban Conservancy, Shoreline Residential, and High 
Intensity. An Aquatic designation is also used for areas waterward of the ordinary high 
water mark.  These designations would replace the existing system which designates 
the shoreline as Natural, Conservancy, Rural, Semi-Rural, or Urban. 
 
In both systems, the controls to limit or prevent development become increasingly more 
stringent as designations move from those applicable to the built urban environment 
toward the less developed Conservation and Natural environment designations. 
 
While the new definition of Shoreline Residential does not directly correspond with the 
old Rural and Semi-Rural definitions, the new definitions and the management policies 
for Natural and Conservancy shorelines have remained remarkably unchanged.  For 
example, Natural shorelines, in both the old and new systems, are considered to be 
those that are relatively free of human influence -- where severe restrictions on the 
intensities and types of uses are required.  Conservancy shorelines, under both the old 
and new designation systems, are those where such a designation is considered 
necessary to protect and conserve existing natural resources. Conservation shoreline 
uses are strictly limited to only those that will ensure that the shoreline’s physical and 
biological resources are sustained. 
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Thus, it would be reasonable to expect that the amount of Kitsap County shoreline 
designated Natural and the amount designated Conservancy would remain relatively 
unchanged under the old and new designation system.  But such is not the case as is 
shown in the following table. 
 

 Existing Parcels Proposed Parcels Percent Increase 
Natural 94 500 534% 
Conservancy 1,238 *3,789 306% 
 
* The number is for Rural Conservancy and does not include 653 parcels designated Urban Conservancy 

Note:  Data provided by DCD on 12-14-2011 shows 8,629 total existing parcels; the new SMP maps identify 9,878 total              
parcels. 

 
This begs the question of what has changed to cause the County to re-designate almost 
three thousand parcels, nearly one-third of the total shoreline parcels, into these more 
restrictive designations -- designations that will impose far stricter controls on land use 
and will significantly limit what the owners are presently allowed to do with their own 
private property? 
 
In the December 14, 2011 SMP Task Force meeting, DCD representative David 
Greetham was asked about the reason for the rather large number of parcels placed 
into the Rural Conservancy designation.  He responded that one of the criteria for this 
designation is found in the County’s draft SMP.  It requires Rural Conservancy 
designation for property that is “Currently accommodating residential uses but is subject 
to environmental limitations, such as properties that include or are adjacent to steep 
banks, feeder bluffs, or flood plains or other flood-prone areas;…”  He noted that a 
significant portion of the shoreline has steep banks. 
 
It was pointed out to Mr. Greetham that, in this instance, the County has gone far 
beyond the requirements of WAC 173-26-211(5)(b) which says:   
 

“The purpose of the ‘rural conservancy’ environment is to protect ecological 
functions, conserve existing natural resources and valuable historic and cultural 
areas in order to provide for substantial resource use, achieve natural flood plain 
processes, and provide recreational opportunities.” 

 
Nowhere are steep slopes mentioned (nor are feeder bluffs).  As the County knows, 
critical areas are listed in RCW 36.70A.030 as (a) Wetlands; (b) areas with a critical 
recharging effect on aquifers used for potable water; (c) fish and wildlife habitat 
conservation areas; (d) frequently flooded areas; and (e) geologically hazardous areas.   
 
The County has mapped these areas, including the geologically hazardous “steep 
slope” areas, and already has strict requirements in-place for controlling development 
on these parcels – including geotechnical evaluations.  Also, the SMP Guidelines, in 
WAC 173-26-221(2)(c)(ii), contain additional requirements for controlling development 
in geologically hazardous areas.  Nowhere is it stated that these parcels should be 
designated as “Conservation” shorelines – nor should they be.  
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Regarding the Natural designation: In SMP Task Force meetings there was a general 
sense, with a few dissenters, that the Natural designation should be limited to publicly 
owned properties.  This was because most of the undisturbed shoreline is actually 
government owned, and because the majority of the remaining shoreline is already built 
residential, and re-designating this private property as Natural would impose new and 
severe limitations on those properties already containing residences (as well as those 
remaining few properties platted for residences not yet built).  At the time it seemed that 
the County was amenable to this Task Force guidance.  Now it appears that the County 
has other intentions. 
 
The Kitsap Alliance SMP Task Force representative has pointed out in meetings that 
the policy of the Shoreline Management Act is to foster reasonable utilization of the 
shoreline while protecting ecological functions.  In short, it allows for responsible 
shoreline development and sets the criteria for that development.  It is not written to 
hinder or prevent responsible development.  Yet, in view of the posted draft SMP, it 
would appear that the County believes otherwise. 
 
The law says that the baseline for no net loss of ecological function is the status of that 
function on the date the SMP ordinance is approved.  Mandatory restoration of the 
shoreline is not required nor is it intended by the Act.  The bottom line is that re-
designating shorelines to more restrictive land use categories, in and of itself constitutes 
de facto shoreline restoration, something that is contrary to the Act and cannot be 
allowed.   
 
If the County has new information or is aware of changed circumstances that provide 
the basis and justification for the dramatic expansion of the Natural and Conservancy 
designations for Kitsap County shorelines, it is requested that it be provided in a 
response to this letter.  Otherwise, it is strongly requested that the county change its 
draft SMP to reflect the existing Natural and Conservancy parcel designations 
(recognizing that “Conservancy” may include both Rural Conservancy and Urban 
Conservancy).   
 
The County is also requested to reconcile the discrepancy between their 2011 data, 
which shows 8,620 total shoreline parcels, and the published draft SMP maps which 
show 9,878 total shoreline parcels. 
 
Your attention and prompt reply would be greatly appreciated. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Bob Benze 
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Copies via email to: 

Kitsap Co. DCD – Charnas, Greetham 
Kitsap County Commissioners Brown, Garrido, and Gelder 
Washington State Department of Ecology – Burcar 


